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We show that although generalized uncertainty principle with negative parameter allows black
holes to evaporate completely, this process takes an infinite amount time to achieve, resulting in a
metastable remnant.
I. GENERALIZED UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE:
POSITIVE VS. NEGATIVE CORRECTION
The generalized uncertainty principle (GUP) is a quan-
tum gravity inspired correction to the Heisenberg’s uncer-
tainty principle. The simplest form of GUP is
∆x∆p > 1
2
[
~ +
αL2p∆p
2
~
]
, (1)
where Lp denotes the Planck length. The GUP parameter
α is typically considered to be a positive number of order
unity in theoretical calculations. Note that GUP is largely
heuristically “derived” from Gedanken-experiments and
is often taken as a phenomenological model [1–4].
GUP with positive α leads to a black hole remnant be-
cause the generalized Hawking temperature for an asymp-
totically flat Schwarzschild black hole takes the form [5]
T [α > 0] =
Mc2
4αpi
(
1−
√
1− α~c
GM2
)
, (2)
and temperature has to be a real number. Thus the
black hole stops evaporating when it reaches mass M =
(α~c/G)1/2 =
√
αMp, which is of the order of a Planck
mass for α = O(1). Remnants [6] are problematic (see
review [7]), but having a finite temperature object as
an end state of Hawking evaporation is arguably more
palatable than having a divergent temperature as in the
usual picture of Hawking evaporation (assuming that
T ∝ 1/M holds for all time1). This remnant picture is
peculiar – it has finite temperature (which is quite high
for M ∼Mp), but it is thermodynamically inert (as can
be shown, its specific heat is zero, see also Sec.(IV)) –
i.e., it no longer interacts with the environment thermally.
Instead, it behaves like an elementary particle, and so the
temperature here is better interpreted as the energy of
the particle (E = kBT ).
Nevertheless, GUP with positive α allows white dwarfs
to be arbitrarily large [12, 13], which is observationally
lElectronic address: ycong@yzu.edu.cn
1 While this is commonly assumed, various approaches exist which
modify the behavior at late time and thereby avoiding divergence
in the temperature, e.g., by considering microcanonical ensembles
[8–11].
problematic. If one takes α < 0 however, the Chan-
drasekhar limit is restored, while at the same time there
is no divergence in Hawking temperature at late time
[14]. There is previously very little discussion on the
possibility of negative α, but see [15] by Scardigli and
Casadio, in which α < 0 is derived by assuming that the
GUP-corrected Hawking temperature can be obtained
from Wick-rotating the effective Schwarzschild-like metric
with
gtt = −
(
1− 2M
r
+ ε
M2
r2
)
; (3)
obtaining α = −4pi2ε2 [M/(2Mp)]2 < 0.
FIG. 1: The various Hawking temperature of an asymptotically flat
Schwarzschild black hole. The usual Hawking temperature corresponds
to the the middle dashed curve, which diverges as M → 0. The infinity
is “cured” with GUP correction: if α > 0, the temperature curve ter-
minates at around M ∼ √αMp, as shown by the right-most curve. If
α < 0, GUP correction no longer imposes a lower bound on the black
hole size. This corresponds to the left-most curve: the temperature
remains finite as the black hole shrinks down to zero size.
Explicitly, we can re-write Eq.(2) as
T [α < 0] = − Mc
2
4|α|pi
(
1−
√
1 +
|α|~c
GM2
)
. (4)
There is now, strictly speaking, no remnant, since the
mass of the black hole can go to zero when temperature
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2reaches T = 1/
√
4pi|α|. See Fig.(1). In other words, the
black hole dissolves into particles of said temperature.
We shall refer to the α > 0 and α < 0 cases as, respec-
tively, “positive correction” and “negative correction” to
the uncertainty principle.
In [16], Jizba-Kleinert-Scardigli referred to such the end
state of α < 0 GUP corrected black hole as a “remnant
with zero rest mass”. As we shall see below, this turns
out to be an apt description.
In this work, we further investigate the evolution of
negatively corrected GUP black holes. We show that
the black hole takes infinite amount of time to evaporate
down to M = 0, and so for all practical purposes it is a
metastable, long-lived, remnant. From here onwards, we
will set G = c = ~ = kB = 1.
II. THE LIFETIME OF GUP-CORRECTED
BLACK HOLES
In the usual picture of an asymptotically flat
Schwarzschild black hole evaporation, we have the thermal
evolution
dM
dt
= −ασaT 4, (5)
where a is the radiation constant (4/c times the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant), σ is essentially the area (in the
geometric optics approximation, it is the photon capture
cross section σ = 27piM2), and α the greybody factor.
For our purpose we are only interested in the general and
qualitative behavior of the evolution, so we will simply
consider the ODE
dM
dt
= − 1
(8pi)4M2
, (6)
since σ ∼ M2, and T = 1/(8piM) = T [α = 0]. We
retain the factor 8pi in the Hawking expression so as to be
consistent with the GUP temperature expression (in the
limit α→ 0). It is well-known that Schwarzschild black
hole completely evaporates in a finite time. In Fig.(2), we
show the numerical plot (setting initial mass M0 = 10).
The black hole evaporates at about tevap = 1.293×109. If
we replace the temperature expression with Eq.(2) instead,
we have the GUP-modified ODE:
dM
dt
= −M2 ·
(
M
4αpi
)4(
1−
√
1− α
M2
)4
. (7)
We find that a positively corrected GUP black hole with
α = 1 stops evaporating at a time somewhat less than
tevap, but of the same order of magnitude. Our main inter-
est is to investigate what happens when α < 0. Take, for
example, α = −1. The result is intriguing: the black hole
evaporation is divided into two regimes: in the first stage,
it follows the same qualitative behavior as that of α = 0
and α > 0 black holes. However, just as it approaches
the horizontal axis, it turns around and asymptotes along
the t-axis. In fact, it never truly reaches zero mass. See
Fig.(2). Decreasing α (i.e. more negative) has the effect of
pushing the curve towards the right, as shown in Fig.(3).
FIG. 2: Mass evolution of Schwarzschild black holes with no GUP cor-
rection (black, middle curve), positive GUP correction (blue, left curve),
and negative GUP correction (red, right curve). The positive GUP cor-
rection leads to a remnant in finite time, while negative GUP correction
yields infinite lifetime, as the black hole slowly evaporates indefinitely.
These contrast with the usual case without GUP correction, in which
the black hole completely evaporates in finite time.
FIG. 3: Mass evolution of Schwarzschild black holes with negative GUP
corrections. From right to left, the curves correspond to GUP param-
eters α = −2,−1,−0.5,−0.1, respectively. Decreasing α (i.e. more
negative) has the effect of pushing the curve towards the right. They
all asymptote towards zero.
To appreciate the infinite lifetime of such black holes,
3we note that for negative α, the mass evolution follows
dM
dt
=
M6
(4|α|pi)4
(
1−
√
1 +
|α|
M2
)4
. (8)
When M has become sufficiently small, we have
dM
dt
∼ − M
2
(4pi)4α2
. (9)
This has solution of the form
M = M0
(
256pi4α2
256pi4α2 +M0t
)
, (10)
where M0 is the “initial” (small) mass. Clearly M → 0
as t→∞.
III. SPARSITY MAKES LIFETIME EVEN
LONGER
Hawking temperature is unlike a typical blackbody: the
wavelength of a Hawking particle (without GUP correc-
tion) is
λ =
2pi
T
= 16pi2M ≈ 79rh  rh, (11)
where rh = 2M is the horizon. This is in contrast with
a typical blackbody radiation, e.g., from a burning coal,
which has wavelength much smaller than the size of the
emitting body. For black holes, the emitting surface is
taken to be the geometric optics cross section σ. One can
look at the dimensionless ratio2 η := λ2/σ.
If η  1, then we have a typical blackbody, which emits
continuously. On the other hand, η  1 means the Hawk-
ing radiation is extremely sparse: a particle is randomly
emitted in a discrete manner, with “pauses” in between.
(Such emission also contributes to the random walk of
black hole, as the result of backreaction from Hawking
emission [17].) See [18–20] for detailed discussions.
A recent study investigated the effect of GUP with
positive α on the sparsity of Hawking radiation, and
found that the radiation is no longer quite sparse near
the Planck scale [21]. We will re-do the calculations
as there are some minor disagreements with [21], which
nevertheless do not affect their results. We then consider
the case of negative α, and found that it enhances the
sparsity – in fact, the radiation becomes infinitely sparse.
Note that the usual calculation of the mass loss rate does
not take into account the effect of sparsity – mass loss is
simply treated as particle mass loss associated to a given
temperature [18–20]. However, once the wave effect of
2 We have omitted a numerical prefactor in the definition of η,
which plays no role in our discussion below.
the radiation is taken into account, sparsity becomes an
important feature that extends the black hole lifetime.
For our negatively corrected GUP black hole, its lifetime
is already infinite before taking into account sparsity. In
addition, we have not taken into account greybody factors,
which would suppress the rate even further. Therefore it
is safe to conclude that these black holes do have infinite
lifetime (unless new physics comes into effect). Now let
us look at the details of the calculations.
After GUP correction (with α of either signs), we have
λ[α] =
2pi
T [α]
. (12)
Thus, GUP corrected sparsity is
η[α] :=
λ2[α]
σ
=
λ2[α]
27piM2
. (13)
In [21], the authors considered the fact that σ =
(27/4)pir2h. Denoting A = pir
2
h, they then considered
a GUP-correction to A essentially by treating S = A/4
following Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, and the fact that
S is modified under GUP correction via the first law of
black hole thermodynamics:
S[α] =
∫
1
T [α]
dM
= 2pi
[
M2 +M
√
M2 − α− α ln(M +
√
M2 − α)
]
+ const. (14)
Note that there is a logarithmic term correction to the
entropy. However, in the derivation of the GUP-Hawking
temperature itself, it is usually considered that the horizon
is still at r = 2M ∼ ∆x, so that to be self-consistent,
the horizon size should not receive any GUP correction3.
As a consequence, the area law S = A/4 does not hold4.
Hence, we choose to not consider correction to the horizon
size (for the same reason, the σ in Eq.(7) remains just
σ ∼M2, this agrees with [24, 25]). Despite this difference,
the result for α > 0 remains qualitatively the same as
[21], namely η decreases as the black hole mass gets
near the Planckian regime5, see Fig.(4). Another small
difference with [21] is a technical one: they have used
series expansion in the temperature, while we retained the
full expression. This is the reason why their black holes
3 More explicitly, in the heuristic derivation of Hawking tempera-
ture via the usual Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, one takes
∆x ∼ 2M , and T ∼ ∆p ∼ 1/∆x. In the GUP case, one replaces
∆p with the GUP corrected version, but ∆x remains 2M [5].
4 This is consistent with other approaches of quantum gravity in
which logarithmic correction appears in the entropy expression,
but one usually does not modify the area expression. See, e.g.,
[22, 23].
5 We note that a previous study without utilizing GUP, but taking
into account backreaction instead, leads to the same conclusion
[26], including the existence of a remnant.
4mass can become zero, while we know that for α > 0 there
should be a minimum mass corresponds to the remnant
mass. Interestingly, as shown in Fig.(4), for α < 0, the
sparsity increases without bound. It is easy to see that it
diverges: M can tend to zero for α < 0, while T tends to
a constant value 1/
√
4pi|α|, so from Eq.(13), η →∞.
FIG. 4: The sparsity of Hawking radiation. The constant black line
corresponds to the usual picture of Hawking evaporation – the radiation
remains sparse even when the temperature is high towards the end of
the evaporation. The bottom two curves are for α = 1 (bottom right
curve, blue) and α = 0.05 (bottom left, red), respectively. Indeed, for
α > 0: GUP correction leads to the decrease in η, and therefore the
radiation becomes less sparse towards the end. However, for α < 0,
we get an ever-increasing η, which implies that the radiation becomes
extremely sparse. Shown here (top, purple), is an example for which
α = −0.05.
IV. DISCUSSION: THE FINAL FATE OF
GUP-CORRECTED BLACK HOLES
What happens to an evaporating black hole as its mass
gets sufficiently small has always been a puzzle in the-
oretical physics. A common belief is that black holes
should completely evaporate away, since there are many
problems with the remnant proposal, as discussed in the
review paper [7]. Of course, the latter option, though
unpopular, still deserves a closer scrutiny.
Indeed, there are many reasons to suspect that the
simple thermal description of black hole, i.e. the ODE in
Eq.(5), cannot hold for all scales. In addition to micro-
canonical ensemble considerations [8–11], from quantum
information point of view, it is widely believed that uni-
tarity requires information to “leak” out of the black hole
after Page time [27, 28] (though in highly scrambled form
among the quantum entanglement of the Hawking parti-
cles) – about half-way through the evaporation. Subtle
quantum effects might affect the evolution of black holes.
Furthermore, even without these effects, as the black hole
becomes hotter and hotter, it is likely that new physics
would come into effect as one reaches sufficiently high
energy scale. The evolution of black holes might then get
modified. In other words, perhaps quantum gravity will
resolve the divergence in the temperature, much like how
it might resolve black hole singularities.
GUP is a quantum gravity inspired phenomenological
model that could accommodate minimal length (for posi-
tive GUP parameter) and black hole remnant, see review
[29], so it is interesting to investigate how black holes
evolve under GUP-corrected Hawking process. In this
work, we explore the possibility that the GUP parame-
ter α is negative, a possibility that is much less studied.
We found that despite the absence of lower bound for
the mass, complete evaporation cannot be achieved in
finite time. In addition, sparsity of the Hawking radiation
becomes infinite in the M → 0 limit. Considerations of
greybody factors will likely “prolong” the (already infi-
nite) lifetime. Therefore the end state of the black hole
should be viewed as a “zero mass remnant” – in the sense
that it is a metastable state that asymptotes to zero mass.
Lastly we remark on the heat capacity of GUP-corrected
asymptotically flat Schwarzschild black holes. Heat ca-
pacity is defined by
C :=
dM
dT
=
dM
dt
(
dT
dt
)−1
. (15)
It can be shown that C[α] 6 0 for all values of α, just like
the usual Schwarzschild black hole. However, for α > 0
case, as the remnant mass is approached, C → 0. Thus,
a remnant has zero heat capacity – it is thermodynam-
ically inert, as explained in Sec.(I). For α < 0 however,
heat capacity is always negative, so the metastable rem-
nant interacts thermally with the environment, as already
pointed out in [16].
It is interesting how different signs of α lead to black
hole remnants: for α > 0, it is a stable remnant of
finite “temperature” (best interpreted as the energy of
the remnant “particle”, see Sec.(I)); whereas for α < 0, it
is a metastable, long-lived remnant that approaches zero
rest mass asymptotically. The latter cannot be directly
inferred from the T −M plot alone (Fig.(1)), one must
instead study its evolution equation and sparsity.
The implications for such a remnant deserve a closer
study. We speculate on some possibilities: firstly, rem-
nants could play some roles in ameliorating the informa-
tion paradox (see [7]). Furthermore, it was proposed in
[18] that the sparsity in Hawking radiation could encode
some information between the emission gap without dis-
turbing the time-averaged emission spectrum. Although
this is unlikely to be the full resolution to the information
paradox, it would be interesting to investigate in details
the quantum information and entanglement properties of
the Hawking particles emitted by our long-lived remnant
with infinite sparsity towards the end of time. Secondly,
black hole remnants, including those obtained from pos-
itively corrected GUP [24, 25] , had been considered as
candidate of dark matter – see, e.g., the references in [30].
Remnants as dark matter is still allowed by observational
5constraints [31]. One could look into how phenomenologi-
cally different the zero mass remnant might be as dark
matter candidate, compared to the α > 0 remnant.
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